Abstract-Exciting recent developments in wireless multiantenna communications have led to designs aiming mainly at one of two objectives: either high-performance by enabling the diversity provided by multi-input multi-output (MIMO) channels or high-rates by capitalizing on space-time multiplexing gains to realize the high capacity of MIMO fading channels. By concatenating a linear complex-field coder (a.k.a. linear precoder) with a layered space-time mapper, we design systems capable of achieving both goals: full-diversity and full-rate (FDFR), with any number of transmit-and receive-antennas. We develop FDFR designs not only for flat-fading but for frequency-selective, or, time-selective fading MIMO channels as well. Furthermore, we establish the flexibility of our FDFR designs in striking desirable performance-rate-complexity tradeoffs. Our theoretical claims are confirmed by simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE RAPID increase of cellular service subscribers and wireless applications has stimulated tremendous research efforts in developing systems that support reliable high-rate transmissions over wireless channels. However, these developments must cope with challenges, which at the physical layer are caused by fading propagation effects, as well as bandwidth, and power limitations. To this end, multi-input multi-output (MIMO) wireless links are particularly attractive, when compared with single-input single-output (SISO) ones. Relying on multiple transmit and multiple receive antennas, existing MIMO designs aim mainly at one of two objectives: either high-performance by enabling the available space-diversity or high rates by capitalizing on the capacity of MIMO fading channels [14] , [48] , [54] , [65] . ST orthogonal designs (ODs) [1] , [46] , linear constellation precoding (LCP) ST codes [61] , and ST trellis codes (TCs) [47] fall under the performance-oriented class, whereas BLAST-type architectures [13] , [57] and linear dispersion (LD) codes [22] , [24] belong to the rate-oriented alternatives.
ST-OD codes enjoy full diversity (FD) at linear decoding complexity, and for systems with antennas,
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X. their capacity-achieving representative [1] is perhaps the most attractive from the performance-oriented class, achieving transmission rate up to one symbol per channel use (pcu). However, relative to full-rate (FR) MIMO designs capable of symbols pcu, other ST-OD codes incur significant rate loss: With , their transmission rate does not exceed 0.75 symbol pcu [51] . ST-TC schemes can offer better rates, but unfortunately, they are complex to decode and lack closed-form construction, whereas their design difficulty increases exponentially with and the transmission rate. In addition, high-rate, high-performance ST-TC often requires long size blocks, which in turn leads to long decoding delays. LD codes are designed to maximize ergodic capacity, which is a criterion that is not only known to be "diversity-blind" [2] but also offers no capacity or performance assurances with finite block sizes used in practice. Original LD designs offer no diversity guarantees [22] , but even when diversity constraints are imposed [24] , the required search over a high-dimensional space becomes prohibitively complex as , and the constellation size increase. On the other hand, layered ST multiplexers have complementary strengths and limitations: V-BLAST offers FR ( symbols pcu) and is capacity achieving but relies totally on SISO error control coding per layer to offer performance guarantees; although D-BLAST enables space diversity, but its rate improvements come at the price of increasing decoding delays. Nevertheless, both V-BLAST and D-BLAST can afford reasonable complexity (albeit suboptimal) decoding and facilitate usage of SISO codes in MIMO settings. Unfortunately, their rate efficiency is offset by the bandwidth consuming SISO codes required to gain in diversity. In a nutshell, the aforementioned ST codes do not take full advantage of the diversity and capacity provided by MIMO channels. Existing designs do not always scale with the number of antennas, and equally important in practice, they are not flexible to strike desirable tradeoffs among performance, rate, and complexity.
Aspiring to bridge these gaps, this paper relies on the concatenation of two bandwidth efficient modules: The outer one implements linear complex-field (LCF) coding per layer and feeds the inner one that performs a circular form of layered ST multiplexing. It is useful to put our contributions in historical perspective, starting with the layered ST multiplexer. This inner module can be viewed as an extension of Foschini's pioneering layered structure [13] to avoid rate loss (caused by the all-zero triangles in the ST matrix of D-BLAST) by circularly wrapping layers around. It was introduced by [12] under the term "threaded ST coding" (see also [29] ). Research on the outer module pursued separate (and up to 2001 independent) routes by coding theorists (as early as 1992 [3] ) and by researchers in the signal processing for communications community (starting with the fil-terbank precoders of [17] in 1997). Specifically, Belfiore et al. investigated lattice codes that rotate PAM or QAM constellations to gain what they termed "signal diversity" when communicating over SISO flat-fading channels [4] , [20] , [21] , [27] . In parallel, Giannakis et al. advocated (non-) redundant "linear precoding," which amounts to multiplying a block of symbols with a (square) tall Vandermonde matrix to enable (even with linear FIR equalizers) what they termed "symbol detectability" of block transmissions over SISO, MIMO, and multiuser frequency-selective FIR channels, regardless of the channel zero locations, and irrespective of the underlying constellation (when is tall) [19] , [28] , [45] , [52] . The link came in 2001 when it was recognized that these Vandermonde matrices can implement existing lattice codes and complement nicely Galois-Field (GF) codes [53] (see also [55] ). They enable large coding gains and the FD that can be provided not only by flat-fading channels but by frequency-selective and time-selective SISO channels as well [31] , [33] , [34] , [55] , [64] . Being square, these FD Vandermonde matrices constitute bandwidth efficient block coders, which are particularly attractive for fading channels; their entries are drawn from the complex field and are available in closed-form, which depends on their size and the constellation they precode. We will henceforth call them LCF codes to delineate the features they differ and share with GF codes.
For MIMO flat-fading channels, LCF-ST codes were introduced by [58] and independently by [6] to enable FD at 1 symbol pcu for any number of antennas (see also [61] reporting the first coding gain analysis of such LCF-ST codes). For MIMO frequency-and time-selective channels, space, multipath, and Doppler diversity modes were enabled via LCF-ST coding in [18] , [30] , [35] , [39] , and [63] but, again, at transmission rates not exceeding one symbol pcu. For antennas, FD designs achieving two symbols pcu were proposed in [5] , [7] , and [49] . The first combination of LCF codes with a layered ST multiplexer trading off space diversity for high (but not full) rates for any , appeared in [60] for flat MIMO channels and with FD in [59] for frequency-selective fading MIMO channels. Shortly after, related combinations enabling FDFR for MIMO flat-fading channels were reported in July 2002 [8] , [15] , [42] and independently in August 2002 [36] (see also [40, Sect. 4.2.1] ). For conference papers published after [36] , see [9] - [11] , [37] , and [38] .
Being the journal counterpart of [36] and [38] , following the system model description (Section II), this paper starts with FDFR designs for flat fading MIMO channels, detailing their closed-form code constructions, proving their main properties and flexibility in achieving desirable tradeoffs in rate, performance, and complexity (Section III). Using orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) as a third inner-most module, we then generalize our FDFR schemes to frequencyselective channels (Section IV). Finally, we capitalize on a basis expansion model (BEM), and the duality we introduced in [18] , [35] , and [39] between frequency-and time-selective channels described by a BEM, to establish that our FDFR designs apply even to nonquasistatic MIMO channels (Section V). Simulations confirm our analytical claims (Section VI), and detailed proofs are relegated to the Appendix. Notation: Upper (lower) bold face letters will be used for matrices (column vectors). Superscript will denote Hermitian, and indicates transpose. We will reserve for the Kronecker product; diag will stand for a diagonal matrix with on its main diagonal.
will denote the algebraic integer ring, with elements , where , , and is the smallest subfield of the set of complex numbers , including both and .
denotes the smallest subfield of including both and , where is algebraic over .
II. PRELIMINARIES
To introduce notation and the basic concepts, we consider in this section FDFR designs for flat-fading channels. Later, we will generalize our results to nonflat fading channels.
A. System Model
Consider the system in Fig. 1 with transmit-and receive-antennas. The information bearing symbols are drawn from a finite alphabet and parsed into blocks of size so that . Every block is coded by a complex-field encoder to obtain an vector . Every block is further mapped to blocks of size . This mapping constitutes our space time encoder. After parallel-to-serial conversion, the block is transmitted through the th antenna. After receive-filtering and sampling, our LCF-ST decoder yields, at its output, an estimate of the information block .
B. Design Criteria Over Flat-Fading Channels
Let be the channel associated with the th transmitantenna and the th receive-antenna during the th time slot. Suppose remains invariant (flat) over our observation interval of time slots, i.e., . The th sample at the receive-filter output of the th antenna can be expressed as (1) where is complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the th receive-antenna with mean zero and variance . Stacking the received samples from antennae to , we obtain the vector-matrix counter part of (1) as (2) where the ( , ) the entry of is , and .
Defining and , we rewrite (2) as (3) For simplicity, we assume here that the flat-fading channels are complex Gaussian independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). However, we wish to underscore that arguing as in [40, Sec. 2.1.2], it can be shown that our FDFR designs and diversity-based performance analysis results apply to all practical fading models including correlated and non-Gaussian ones (see also [54] and [65] ). Using average pairwise error probability analysis, it follows that the maximum diversity order provided by the MIMO channel is (see, e.g., [46] and [47] ) (4) As it takes time slots (number of columns of ) to transmit symbols (size of ), the transmission rate is symbols per channel use (pcu (5) but since it is possible to transmit up to one symbol per antenna per time slot (symbol period), the maximum possible transmission rate with antennas is symbols pcu (6) Parameters and quantify the full diversity and full rate, respectively. Notice also that the model in (3) is fairly general. It subsumes space-time orthogonal designs (ST-OD) [46] , linear constellation precoding (LCP) ST designs [61] , VBLAST [57] , and DBLAST [13] . These ST schemes offer different rates and come with different diversity orders. For example, VBLAST achieves full rate but not full diversity, whereas LCP ST codes achieve full diversity at rate symbol pcu for any . In the ensuing subsection, we present a design that we term, naturally, FDFR because it guarantees full diversity and full rate for any ( , ) configuration.
C. FDFR Design for Flat-Fading Channels
To reach this ambitious FDFR objective, we need to design both transmitter and receiver judiciously. Here, we build on the merits of FDFR we introduced in [36] and [40] for flat-fading channels before generalizing its design to nonflat fading channels.
For simplicity, we select the block length , and let each sub-block (that we will also refer to as layer) have length , for a total of layers. This implies . Accordingly, we split into and into , where of the th layer is given by . Matrix has entries drawn from and implements LCF encoding. Our FDFR encoder consists of two parts (see also Fig. 1 ). The inner part, which is labeled "ST encoder," is nothing but an ST mapper that we construct as follows (see also [40] denotes the th element of the th layer . Without LCF encoding, this ST mapper with "circularly wrapped around" layers was given earlier in [12] . The main novelty here is the rate-efficient fading-resilient precoding that takes place in the outer part of our transmitter, which is labeled "LCF encoder," which will prove instrumental in realizing the "FDFR dream." 1 In particular, we rely on the algebraic tools developed in [21] and [61] to design layer specific LCF encoders as (8) where in order to enable full diversity, we choose from the class of unitary Vandermonde matrices and the scalar , as we detail in the next section.
With the inner and outer encoders in (7) and (8), and after stacking the receive vectors into one vector, we can rewrite our input-output relationship as . . .
Furthermore, we can express the th column of in (7) . . . we can rewrite (9) compactly as (10) Maximum likelihood (ML) decoding can be employed to detect from optimally, regardless of , but possibly with high complexity. Sphere decoding (SD) [23] - [50] or semi-definite programming [32] algorithms can also be used to achieve near-optimal performance. The decoding complexity depends on the length of , which here is . The SD algorithm is known to have average complexity [23] , irrespective of the alphabet size when . When is large, the decoding complexity is high even for near-ML decoders. To further reduce decoding complexity, one can resort to sub-optimal (nulling-cancelling based or even linear) decoding. However, suboptimal decoders require . We summarize our FDFR transceiver design in four steps. 1) Given and , draw an information vector with length . 2) Design layer-specific LCF encoders according to (8) , and use them to encode to . 3) Map the LCF-coded to the ST matrix (7), and transmit through antennas. 4) At the receiver, decode using from (10).
III. MAJOR RESULTS FOR FLAT-FADING CHANNELS
In Section II, we have outlined the FDFR system for flatfading channels. In this section, we will solidify the merits of our FDFR claims with respect to performance and rate. Let denote channel coherence time, and suppose that . Based on (7) and (8), we establish the following.
Proposition 1: For information symbols carved from , with the ST encoder in (7), there exists at least one pair of ( , ) in (8) which enables full diversity for the ST transmission in (3), at full rate symbols pcu. Proof: See Appendix A. 2 The proof of Proposition 1 reveals that selecting and is instrumental in enabling FDFR. Intuitively, enables full diversity per layer (as shown in [61] , which deals with a single layer LCF-ST transmission), whereas "fully diversifies" transmissions across layers.
Relying on the algebraic number theoretic tools we used to prove Proposition 1, we will provide next systematic design methods for ( , ). First, the unitary Vandermonde matrix is given by diag (11) where is the fast Fourier transform (FFT) matrix with ( , )st entry . Notice that in (11) is parameterized by a single parameter . Adding to it the scalar in (8), our ensuing design methodologies aim at ( , ) pairs that lead to 's for which in (7) offers FDFR. Design A: Select such that the minimum polynomial of over the field has degree greater than or equal to . Given , choose such that the minimum polynomial of in the field has degree greater than or equal to .
Examples:
When , , we select , and . When , we select , and . When , we select , and . 2 The proof in [36] and [40] contained an error, which led to the selection of a scalar that does not necessarily ensure FD (it is fixed here). Design C: First, select such that the minimum polynomial of in the field has degree greater than or equal to . Based on , we can find one transcendental number in the field of . Alternatively, we can find a transcendental number directly for the field .
Given , select as in Design A, and let . Given , select , and let . Note that the transcendental number has also been used in [7] . According to Lindemann's Theorem [16, p. 44] , one can design transcendental numbers, e.g., , . All three designs are capable of enabling full diversity. However, since we did not optimize the coding gain, theoretically, it is possible to find other FDFR encoders with improved coding gains. Later, we will use simulations to test their relative performance.
As far as fundamental rate limits, we have the following result on our FDFR design.
Proposition 2: If the information symbols and the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is , then the mutual information of our FDFR design is given by bits pcu (12) Proof: See Appendix C. Compared with the MIMO channel capacity provided in [14] , the mutual information in (12) coincides with the instantaneous channel capacity. The result in Proposition 2 was reported (without proof) independently in [15] . This means that our FDFR system incurs no mutual information loss. In contrast, although some other designs (e.g., ST-OD and LCP-STC) can also achieve full diversity, they result in considerable mutual information loss especially when (see [40] for detailed comparisons).
When the number of antennas is large, the diversity order is large. At the same time, high performance and high rate come with high decoding complexity. Therefore, with large antennae configurations, we may opt to give up performance gains (that anyway show up for impratically high SNR) in order to reduce decoding complexity. The following two corollaries show that our FDFR design enjoys this flexibility to tradeoff rate and performance with complexity. We quantify decoding complexity based on the block length that is to be decoded.
Corollary 1 (Performance-Complexity Tradeoff): Keeping the same information transmission rate (bits pcu), two performance-complexity tradeoffs arise.
i) Diversity-complexity tradeoff: With smaller size LCF encoders , e.g., , the achieved diversity order reduces to , whereas the decoding block size reduces to . ii) Modulation-complexity tradeoff: We can combine several layers to one layer, provided that we increase the constellation size. If we eliminate (zero) layers, i.e., , then full diversity is maintained at reduced decoding block length , which obviously decreases as increases. Regarding the diversity-complexity tradeoff, it is worth noting that if we select , our design reduces to V-BLAST. Instead of sacrificing performance, an alternative way to reduce decoding complexity is to decrease the transmission rate. This can be accomplished when min( , ) is large because we can then give up some rate to reduce decoding complexity. Similar to full diversity, full rate is not always necessary. For example, instead of having (13), shown at the bottom of the page, with layers in (7), we can design with or layers. The following corollary quantifies this rate-complexity tradeoff.
Corollary 2 (Rate-Complexity Tradeoff): If, for the encoders in (7) and (8), we eliminate layers by letting , then ML (or near-ML) decoding collects the full diversity with decoding block length and transmission rate symbols pcu. Corollary 2 implies that when entries of are drawn from a fixed constellation, as the transmission rate increases ( decreases), the decoding complexity increases as well. Note that when the number of "null layers"
, the condition for SD [23] or nulling-cancelling algorithms is relaxed to . Here, we have considered the tradeoffs when the channel has fixed coherence time. If the latter varies, the tradeoffs vary accordingly (see [40, Fig. 16 ] for a pertinent illustration).
When the number of transmit antennas is large, the block length is also large. The affordable decoding complexity may not be enough to achieve FDFR. In this case, diversity-rate tradeoffs are well-motivated.
Corollary 3 (Diversity-Rate Tradeoff): If the maximum affordable decoding block length , then based on our design, FD and FR cannot be achieved simultaneously. By adjusting the size of , it becomes possible to trade off diversity for rate. Example 1: Suppose and the maximum block size . The following designs illustrate the rate-diversity tradeoff [see (13) ].
Remark 1: The diversity-rate tradeoffs we are dealing with in this paper are different from the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff in [62] and [66] , where it is stated that "any fixed code has 0 spatial multiplexing gain." The multiplexing gain in [62] , and [66] is defined as the limiting transmission rate divided by SNR , as SNR goes to infinity, whereas in our approach, we define transmission rate as the number of symbols pcu. Notwithstanding, our rate does not change along with SNR.
IV. FDFR FOR FREQUENCY-SELECTIVE CHANNELS
In Sections II and III, we have constructed high-performance high-rate multiantenna transmissions over flat-fading channels. In this section, we will develop their counterparts for frequencyselective channels. We suppose that the channels are quasistatic, i.e., they remain invariant over at least one block observation. Time-varying channels will be considered in the next section.
A. FDFR MIMO-OFDM
When the channel's maximum delay spread exceeds the symbol period , frequency-selectivity shows up along with inter-symbol interference (ISI). Accounting for transmitter pulse shaping and receive filtering, the continuous aggregate channels are converted to discrete-time baseband equivalent channels after symbol rate sampling. Specifically, if the maximum delay spread among channels is finite, then the channel order is upper-bounded by a finite number , which is defined as . Channel taps are denoted as for , , and . A simple means of dealing with ISI is orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). The overall system model is depicted in Fig. 2 . Compared with Fig. 1 , we notice that the LCF and ST encoder blocks are present, as in the flat-fading case.
Rate (symbols pcu Diversity order (13) However, each output of the ST encoder is now processed by a -point inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), followed by a module that inserts a cyclic prefix (CP) of length . At each (say the th) receive antenna, every samples are collected into a vector , and the first samples are removed to eliminate the ISI from the previous block. The remaining symbols are processed using FFT, and the resulting output is denoted by for the th receive antenna (see also, e.g., [30] for a detailed description of MIMO-OFDM). Because OFDM converts a frequency-selective channel to a set of frequency-flat subchannels, the input-output relationship between and can be expressed as (14) where is a diagonal matrix with ( , )th entry (15) i.e., the frequency response of at frequency bin .
B. Encoders and Decoders
Similar to the flat-fading case, our FDFR encoder design includes two stages: LCF encoding, followed by ST multiplexing. For now, let us select blocks of size , and split the vector into sub-blocks , each with length . Designing the LCF encoder for each sub-block, we obtain, at its output, the LCF encoded sub-block , , where is designed as in Section III. Note that for frequency-selective channels, is larger than its counterpart for flat-fading channels. After LCF encoding, we map the LCF encoded symbols into the ST matrix in (16) , shown at the bottom of the page. Matrix in (16) consists of submatrices, each having the same structure as the one we designed for flat-fading channels [c.f. (7)]. Observing (16), we notice that indeed every layer is transmitted over transmit-antennas, and through each antenna, each layer is spread over at least frequency bins. Intuitively, this allows for joint exploitation of the space and multipath diversity modes.
When the block size , i.e., when the number of subcarriers , we can follow the subcarrier grouping approach of [30] , [31] , and [52] . In this case, the size of is still . If is a multiple of , say , where is the number of groups, an example of the resulting matrix is depicted in Fig. 3 . The key point when is to interlace the layers in different groups. Detailed description of the grouping idea in a single user context can be found in [30] .
In (14), we organized our multichannel output samples according to receive-antenna indices. Alternatively, we can organize them according to subcarrier indices. Specifically, if we define the channel matrix , whose ( , )th entry is , we arrive at the following model:
Comparing this model with the one in (2) for flat-fading channels, we observe that due to frequency selectivity, the channel response on different frequency bins may be different. Apparently, if there is no frequency selectivity, this model reduces to the one in (9) . Similar to (10), we can rewrite the transmitted vector in (17) 
Given the channel matrices in (17), the matrix is known; thus ML, or near-ML (SD), or linear decoders can be used to recover the information vector based on (17) . As with flat-fading channels, the decoding complexity of SD depends only on the block length , regardless of the constellation size. However, decoding complexity for frequency-selective channels is higher than that for flat-fading ones because the block length is larger: .
C. Performance Analysis
Collecting blocks from (14), we can express our received data matrix as (19) where diag diag ; the ( , )th entry of the matrix is mod , and the matrix contains the first columns of the FFT matrix , with the ( , )th entry , , . Viewing transmissions through antennas over frequency-selective channels of order as transmissions through flat-fading channels with virtual transmit antennas, we expect, at least intuitively, the full diversity order to be , provided that the correlation matrix of the channel taps has full rank (see, e.g., [30] and [63] ). However, the maximum transmission rate is still symbols pcu because it is impossible to transmit different symbols through the multiple paths of the same channel. This implies that for each transmit antenna, we can transmit only one symbol pcu, even though the channel has taps. To enable the full diversity , matrix in (19) has to be designed such that , . Analogous to the flat-fading case, we have the following result.
Proposition 3: For any constellation of carved from , with the ST encoder in (16) , there exists at least one pair of ( , ) in (8) that enables full diversity for the ST transmission in (19) , with transmission rate symbols pcu.
Proof: See Appendix D. Note that the rate loss is due to the CP that we inserted and removed to deal with the ISI. Apart from changes in dimensionality, the LCF code for frequency-selective channels is basically the one we constructed for flat-fading channels. The difference lies in the ST multiplexing module. To gain insight regarding the proof of our FDFR design for frequency-selective channels, we give two illustrative examples.
Example 2 (LCF Repetition Codes):
To enable only full diversity, we first recognize that instead of designing a unitary as in (11), we can simply construct it to have identical rows. Matrix then becomes (20) where denotes a vector with all ones, and the vector . Apparently, for each sub-block , the LCF encoded vector has identical entries. This is why we call this specific LCF encoding LCF repetition coding. From the definitions of in (19) Considering the ST mapping in (16) , with LCF encoded blocks we obtain that the determinant of in terms of and ( , ) is given by (23) Note that (23) is a polynomial in with coefficients in if . To guarantee that all coefficients of in are nonzero , we design according to [21] , [40] , and [61] . In this special case, we select as Given , we can view as a polynomial in with coefficients in . Using our Design A in Section III, we select such that , . Relative to flat-fading channels, full diversity in frequencyselective channels comes with higher decoding complexity; however, the diversity order is also higher. Therefore, delineating optimal complexity-performance tradeoffs is very important and constitutes one of our future research topics.
Remark 2: Thus far, we have assumed that the channel taps are uncorrelated. When the channel taps are correlated, the maximum achievable diversity of our FDFR design is the rank of the correlation matrix of all channel taps, which cannot exceed its dimension , and can be as low as 1. To complete this section, we present the mutual information for the FDFR transmissions over frequency-selective channels based on the input-output relationship (17) .
Corollary 4: If the information symbols and the average SNR is , then the mutual information of FDFR transmissions over frequency-selective channels is bits pcu (24) Skipping the proof of Corollary 4, we illustrate in Fig. 4 the effects of , , and on the outage probability Pr . We fix bits pcu, the number of subcarriers , and simulate i.i.d. channel taps with zero mean and variance . From Fig. 4 , we observe that by increasing either , , or , the outage probability decreases. When the product of is fixed (say 16), the outage probability has the same slope for moderate to high SNR values. However, because decides the channel variance and controls the power splitting factor, the and parameters have different effects on the outage probability.
V. FDFR FOR TIME-SELECTIVE CHANNELS
Thus far, we have only considered quasistatic channels. A more challenging problem is the design of LCF encoders capable of ensuring FDFR, even when the underlying channels are time varying. For simplicity, we suppose that our channels are time selective but frequency flat.
When channels are changing from symbol to symbol, the system model in (2) becomes (25) where the channel matrix changes along with the time index . The overall system is still described by Fig. 1 . Interestingly, the input-output relationship (25) coincides with (17) for frequency-selective channels. Therefore, at least in theory, the design for frequency-selective channels can also be used for time-selective channels. However, before establishing any claim on the performance of our design, we have to quantify the diversity order for time-selective channels.
To define Doppler diversity, we let denote the timevarying impulse response of the resulting channel that includes transmit-receive filters as well as time-selective propagation effects, and let denote the Fourier transform of . Although the bandwidth of over a finite time horizon is theoretically infinite, we practically have that for , where is the maximum frequency offset (Doppler shift) of all the rays. Sampling along the time with period , we obtain the discrete time equivalent channel taps . Using Nyquist's theorem, we have shown that such a channel can be well approximated by a basis expansion model [34] (26) where , , and denote time-invariant channel coefficients. To quantify the Doppler diversity, we quote our result in [34] .
Lemma 1: Given the channel model (26) , when the coefficients are complex Gaussian distributed, the maximum diversity provided by the BEM is at most . Notice that the bases in (26) are actually on the FFT grid. It is well known that circulant matrices can be diagonalized by (I)FFT matrices [25, p. 202] . Using this property, we can rewrite the channel matrix diag as (27) where is a circulant matrix with first column , and is the -point FFT matrix with ( , )st entry . Comparing the right-hand side of (27) with the OFDM model for frequency-selective channels, we find that thanks to (26), we can view a time-selective channel with bases as a frequency-selective channel with taps. Relying on this time-frequency duality, our FDFR design for time-selective channels can be obtained from the one we developed for frequency-selective channels. Due to page limitations, we skip the proof and summarize our result for time-varying channels as follows.
Proposition 4: For any constellation of carved from with the ST encoder in Fig. 3 , there exists at least one pair of ( , ) in (8) that enables full diversity ( if each channel provides Doppler diversity ) for the ST transmission in (25) at full rate symbols pcu. Remark 3: Note that as the block size (and thus ) increases, the Doppler diversity increases. However, the price we pay here is two-fold: decoding delay and complexity. We will illustrate later on, via simulations, that when the Doppler diversity order is high enough (say ), the performance with multiple antennas does not increase much by further increasing diversity.
Remark 4: For fixed block size , sampling period , and , the Doppler diversity is fixed. Therefore, selecting the size of greater than is not helpful.
VI. SIMULATED PERFORMANCE
In Sections II-V, we designed FDFR ST codes for different types of MIMO fading channels. We have established analytically that our designs achieve FDFR. In this section, we rely on numerical examples to verify our theoretical claims. The SNR is defined as the total transmitted signal power from transmit-antennas versus noise power. 
Test Case 1: (Flat-Fading Channels With
): Here, we use BPSK to signal over an configuration at transmission rate bits pcu. Channels are i.i.d. Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit variance. The channel coherence time is greater than . FDFR transmissions are decoded using SD. First, we compare performance of the three different FDFR encoders given in Section III. We observe from Fig. 5 that three schemes with different encoders achieve quite similar performance and exactly the same diversity. Second, to justify the merits of our FDFR design, we compare our designs with two ST codes: one high-performance representative LCP-STC [61] and one high-rate representative VBLAST [57] . To maintain the same transmission rate, we employ 8QAM for LCP-STC and BPSK for VBLAST. For VBLAST, we perform SD per time slot. Because the maximum achievable diversity for uncoded VBLAST is only , at high SNR, it exhibits worse performance than LCP ST codes. Fig. 5 illustrates that our FDFR scheme outperforms both VBLAST and LCP-STC because VBLAST does not achieve full diversity, whereas LCP-STC incurs rate loss. In addition, we observe that our FDFR scheme achieves the full diversity order as does LCP-STC.
Test Case 2: (Tradeoffs With ):
In this example, we use an configuration over flat-fading channels, in order to demonstrate the performance-rate-complexity tradeoffs. The transmission power is fixed for different schemes in (28) , shown at the bottom of the page.
First, we confirm the performance-complexity tradeoff in Corollary 1. Suppose the rate is fixed at 4 bits pcu. We test three designs: (28) C1) BPSK per layer and four layers as in (7); C2) QPSK per layer and two layers; C3) 16QAM and one layer. The ST matrices for these three cases are given by (28) .
The bit-error-rate (BER) performance for Cases C1)-C3) is depicted in Fig. 6 . We notice that all three designs achieve similar diversity order when SD is performed at the receiver. However, they have significantly different coding gains, which is mainly due to their distinct constellation sizes. The decoding complexity for these three schemes is cases complexity (29) Maintaining the same rate, we deduce from (29) that by paying a penalty in decoding complexity, we gain in performance.
In Fig. 6 , we also compare our designs with VBLAST and DBLAST [13] . For DBLAST, we design the ST matrix as
To maintain the same transmission rate while ensuring affordable decoding complexity, we use three layers in the DBLAST structure and select QPSK modulation to maintain the same rate. Both performance and decoding complexity of DBLAST in (30) lie between the ones for Cases C1) and C2), whereas DBLAST has longer decoding delay. Note that VBLAST provides a good compromise between complexity and performance. In this example, VBLAST exhibits decoding complexity comparable to C3), whereas it outperforms C3) in the large SNR range. We also used the three cases in (28) in order to confirm our rate-complexity tradeoff claims. The difference is that BPSK is now used for all three cases. Therefore, the rates are 4, 2, and 1 bits pcu, respectively. The decoding complexity is identical to that in (29) . Fig. 7 shows the performance of the three cases with different rates. Because we fix the total transmission power, for the lower rate schemes that have fewer layers, the symbol power is higher. We observe that low rate schemes outperform high rate ones at low SNR. One may also observe that the slopes of these curves are not identical. There are several reasons for this behavior.
i) The SNR is not high enough for the FD to show up. ii) These designs have different coding gains. iii) To observe identical slopes, one should simulate BER below , which is not necessary for our cases that do not include GF error control codes. We also compare our designs with the LD codes found as in [24] 3 with BPSK at transmission rate 2 bits pcu. The complexity for decoding this LD code with SD is the same as our FD one with rate 2 bits pcu. Fig. 7 illustrates that our scheme outperforms this LD code.
Test Case 3: (Frequency-Selective Channels):
In this test case, we consider frequency-selective channels with parameters . The channel taps are independent, and for each channel, the power of the taps satisfies an exponentially 3 The specific LD code used here for N = N = 4 was kindly provided to us by Dr. R. Heath, Jr. decaying profile. We compare our scheme with two existing space-time-frequency codes: VBLAST-OFDM [43] and GSTF [30] (which is basically a concatenation of ST-OD with OFDM). The block size is selected as . To fix the transmission rate at bits pcu, we use QPSK for our FDFR scheme and VBLAST-OFDM, and 16QAM for the GSTF scheme. At the receiver, we use SD for all three schemes. Fig. 8 depicts the simulated performance. Reading from the BER curves' slopes, we infer that our FDFR-OFDM and GSTF achieve full diversity, whereas VBLAST-OFDM does not (only ). The big gap between FDFR and GSTF is because of the smaller constellation size used for FDFR. Note that the decoding complexity of FDFR is , whereas VBLAST-OFDM has , and GSTF has .
Test Case 4: (Time-Selective Channels):
In this test case, we remove the quasistatic assumption. Specifically, we consider channels that are changing from symbol to symbol but not independently. The channels for different antenna pairs are independent, and
. Each channel is generated based on Jakes' model using the following parameters: carrier frequency is N 2 N and, similarly, "two" for 2N 2 2N and "three" for 3N 2 3N GHz, sampling period s, and mobile speed km/hr. Thus, the maximum frequency shift is found to be Hz. With block size , it follows that . Therefore, the Doppler diversity for each time-varying channel is at most . In our simulation, we use three encoders with 's of different size to test the effect of Doppler diversity. For the first encoder, we select the size of to be and interlace the layers as in Fig. 3 . At the receiver, we decode the layers jointly using SD. The second encoder is based on a LCF encoder and is also decoded via SD. For the second case, the decoding complexity is , which is higher than the one for the first scheme. Similarly, for the third case, we increase the encoder size again to . The performance is depicted in Fig. 9 . We confirm that as the size of increases, the diversity order increases since the Doppler effects increase. At the same time, we notice that the decoding complexity also increases. When the size of is greater than , performance gains saturate.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have systematically designed LCF ST codes to enable full diversity and full rate over flat-fading, frequencyselective, or time-selective channels. The merits of our FDFR designs in both performance and information theoretic aspects have been studied. Comparisons with existing ST codes have been carried out. At the same time, we have delineated the flexibility of our LCF-ST schemes to enable desirable performancerate-complexity tradeoffs.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 Since and , we can verify that the transmission rate of our FDFR design is symbol pcu, which is the full rate in (6) .
To prove the full diversity claim, it suffices to show that , there exists at least a pair of ( , ) such that (the same claim can be found in [15] without a proof).
For simplicity, we define , , and . We can then express the determinant of as [c.f. (7) . Therefore, we deduce that for each permutation (32) Thanks to the structure in (7), we have shown that is a function of and, at the same time, a polynomial in with degree . Before we prove the existence of ( , ), we need the following result [61] For Design B, we fix . The design problem becomes to find such that (40) Similar procedure can be performed to find such that (41) APPENDIX C PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 Based on (10), we have the mutual information as (42) where denotes entropy. Since is AWGN and matrix are known, we can rewrite the second term on the right-hand side of (42) as (43) For a given , we have that is maximized when is Gaussian, i.e., (44) Plugging (44) and (43) (48) where is the number of inversions of the sequence . Furthermore, the map from to the ST matrix can be expressed as (47) where we have (48) , shown at the top of the page, and (49) Therefore, similar to the flat-fading case, we find that is a polynomial of and . First, we design on the field of to obtain a for which has no zero entry . Because , based on the design of , we can verify that mod
Given , can be viewed a polynomial of with coefficients mod (51) There always exists such that the degree of the minimum polynomial is greater than . Thus, there exists ( , ) such that , .
